
Crossref’s role in 
the data citation 

workflow



Data citation for publishers

• Supports scholarship
• Extends research

• Data cited consistently provides
• Transparency
• Context

“eLife is committed to ensuring researchers get credit for all their outputs, and data 
is a major component of this.” -- Melissa Harrison, eLife



Cousijn, H. et al. A data citation roadmap for scientific publishers. Sci. Data. 5:180259 https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2018.259 (2018).
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● Links to data needs to be sent to Crossref in one of a number of formats
● It’s important for publishers to use these formats so that the data fits with the Scholix framework 

(and can therefore be used by Scholix). 



Including data citations in Crossref metadata
1. References - include data citations in the citations you 

register with Crossref
<citation key="ref2">
  <doi>10.6084/m9.figshare.5981968</doi>
</citation>

2. Relations -  include relationships between DOIs and other 
items in your Crossref metadata records

  <rel:related_item>
<rel:description>Sicard-2018-External-database-S1
</rel:description>
<rel:inter_work_relation identifier-type="doi" 
relationship-type="isSupplementedby">

     10.6084/m9.figshare.5981968
</rel:inter_work_relation>

  </rel:related_item>



Future plans

Expanded citation markup with publication types

<citation key="ref3" publication_type=”data”>
  <author>Morinha F</author>
  <cYear>2017</cYear>
 <institution>Dryad Digital Repository</institution>

  <title>Data from: Extreme genetic structure in a social bird species despite high 
dispersal capacity</title>
  <doi>10.5061/dryad.684v0</doi>
  <identifier type=”accession”>ABC123</identifier>
   <unstructured_citation>Morinha F, Dávila JA, Estela B, Cabral JA, Frías Ó, González JL, 
Travassos P, Carvalho D, Milá B, Blanco G (2017) Data from: Extreme genetic structure in a 
social bird species despite high dispersal capacity. Dryad Digital Repository. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.684v0</unstructured_citation>
</citation>

http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.684v0


How it looks like in the published article: How it is covered in the underlying Crossref metadata:

DOI article

TITLE article

Author 1

Affiliation 1

etcAuthor 2

etc

KEYWORDS article

ABSTRACT article

BODY article

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

REFERENCE LIST & LINKS to dataset(s) cited as applicable

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT
(DAS) DOI 

dataset(s)

 <rel:related_item>
<rel:description>Sicard-2018-External-database-S1
</rel:description>
<rel:inter_work_relation identifier-type="doi" 
relationship-type="isSupplementedBy">

     10.6084/m9.figshare.5981968
</rel:inter_work_relation>

  </rel:related_item>

<citation key="ref2">
  <doi>10.6084/m9.figshare.5981968</doi>
</citation>



Reference metadata

Crossref article 
metadata

article

Crossref Event 
Data



Relationship metadata



References

● Good option for publishers who make 
their reference metadata openly 
available via Crossref

● Can be a better fit with their existing 
workflows

● Data Citations made openly available 
via Crossref’s APIs

● Citations with DataCite DOI are sent 
to Event Data 

Relations

● At the moment, these can give more 
context about the data/article 
relationship (can specify ‘references’ 
or ‘isSupplementedBy’ as relation 
type)

● Good option for publishers who don’t 
make their reference information 
visible via Crossref

● Relations are available via metadata 
APIs

● Future: will be events in Event Data



The case of the missing metadata

No DOI in the
metadata



The case of the missing metadata

No use of DOI, no 
metadata :(



The case of the missing metadata

Reference to the data in 
the reference list, no DOI 
in the Crossref metadata



Event Data Service is crucial for Data Citation 

Before Event Data

● Data citations needed to be found in DOI metadata, separate for Crossref 
and DataCite. 

● Doesn’t scale well, limiting adoption of data citation.

After Event Data

● Data citations are extracted into a separate service and can easily be 
found. 

● Scales well, will lead to adoption of data citation.





Talking to publishers

● Keen to do this and understand it’s important
● Building awareness and encouraging adoption by their 

journals
● Honing workflows to make sure the information gets all 

the way to Crossref
● Making relationships available via Event Data will help 

those registering data/article links in that way



Thank you! 
Questions? 



Links to publisher content from the DataCite metadata





Event Data APIs 

Crossref Event Data Query 
API

Query Event Data using a 
large number of parameters.

https://www.eventdata.cros
sref.org/guide/

DataCite REST API

Query Event Data that 
include a DataCite DOI. 
Integrated into the DataCite 
REST API, includes basic 
DOI metadata, and 
aggregations.

https://support.datacite.org/
docs/eventdata-guide

Scholix-compatible API

Data citations in Event Data 
using the Scholix metadata 
standard. 

1 2 3

https://www.eventdata.crossref.org/guide/
https://www.eventdata.crossref.org/guide/
https://support.datacite.org/docs/eventdata-guide
https://support.datacite.org/docs/eventdata-guide


● Crossref Data & Software Citation Deposit Guide for Publishers: 
https://support.crossref.org/hc/en-us/articles/215787303-Crossref-Data-
Software-Citation-Deposit-Guide-for-Publishers  

● Crossref Event Data: https://www.crossref.org/services/event-data/ 
● A Data Citation Roadmap for Scientific Publishers: 

https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2018.259
● A Data Citation Roadmap for Scholarly Data Repositories 

https://doi.org/10.1101/097196   
● Make Data Count webinar: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lkysz0Mc7fo
● support@crossref.org/support@datacite.org 

Useful links and contacts: 

https://support.crossref.org/hc/en-us/articles/215787303-Crossref-Data-Software-Citation-Deposit-Guide-for-Publishers
https://support.crossref.org/hc/en-us/articles/215787303-Crossref-Data-Software-Citation-Deposit-Guide-for-Publishers
https://www.crossref.org/services/event-data/
https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2018.259
https://doi.org/10.1101/097196
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lkysz0Mc7fo

